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A Josephson counter-circuit with rwo-Phase Power supply
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This paper describes a new Josephson counter circuit which is drivenwith a turo-phase power supply. The counter conslsts of a directly-coupled
4JL gate family(oR-, AND-, TNVERT-, and amprifying-gate) to make a llgicfeed-back loop without any superconducting storage 1oop. A 3 umNb/AI-oxide/Nb Josephson junction technology with a lead attoy wir/ngprocess developed were used in the circuit fabrication. In the counteicj-rcuj-t fabricated, counting, loading, and clearing operations have beensuccessfully performed by feeding external control signals. Extensions
to high speed operatj-ons and to 4 bit counter are discussed
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S f . Introduction
Recently, a remarkable progress has

been seen in. Josephson digital circuit
technology. Several successful operations
of Josephson circuits such as B-bit adder,
4-bit multiplier, gate-array have been
demonstratedf -4). In these conbinati-onaI
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A new type of data-Iatch circuit
modes to count numbers of the input si-gnal
state of S, to load the external input
state of D-m,( L /O), and to clear the statean advanLage to reduce cj-rcuit

size by excluding Euperconducting etorage in the feed-back loop are selected by
loop, has been already reported . 

6 ) lt i"
data-latch circuit consists of
directly-coupled 4JL-gates driven by a

two-phase monopolar power supply. By

introducing this data-latch, w€ have
composed a new Josephson counter circuit.
A 3,pr Nb/A1-oxide/Nb junction technotoeyT)
combi-ned with a lead-alloy wiring process
has been used to make the counter circuit.

S2. Counter-circuit deSign
A circuit block diagram of one-bit

Josephson counter is shown in Fig.1. Two

data-latch circuits (Ll and LZ) and a
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Table I List of control commands for
the Josephson counter.

C omma nd s COUNT LOAD aeUU DATA

C ount 0 I Llo o/L X

Load I 0 X o/L

Clear I t X X

feeding command signals at terminals of
COUNT and LOAD. Both the control function
f- to perform these commands in the phase

n
P1 and the counter output Qrr*l are glven
as follows.
Tr,=( ( S,.'*q.,) ( Srr*Qrr) +COUtltn) ( Oeter,*toAD'), ( f )

(2)Qn+l=tnt
and 0 ,-f-n+ I n' (3)
where the integer n means the cycle time,
and Q_ . ., is the output obta j-ned in the'n+ I
n+lth Pl phase. The control circuit j-s

composed of two-stage 4JL OR-AND gate"I),
which are wired based on the above

equations. Control commands for the counter
are listed i-n Table I. Mark X in the
table means that inputs are not in active.

The count mode is active with control
si-gnals of both dETNT of rr0'' and IDTD

of rflrr as shown in the table. At this
mode, numbers of input signals S are
counted. S is required to hold the input
state of the loop until the next input
signal Any input data of DTT-A do not
affect the countlng operation i-n this
mode. The load command needs the control
signals of both ebTNT of tr 1'r and frfO

At this mode , the DATtr of fr I rlof rrorl

PI

tt

I(Lr)

I(12)
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Fig.2

or trgtt is loacled into Lhe feed-back loop
f or any internal c j-rcuj-t conditions. The

clear mode j-s used to reset the counting
state by control signals of rr I rr of both
C0UNT and IOAD. In this mode, Do input
s1-gnals are counted.

Figure 2 is a timing chart which shows

the states in the counting operations.
I(Li ) and T(L2) are input signal states
of Ll and L2, respectively. In the figure,
the input signals of S come to the circuit
at every active time durations of phase

P1. Arrows mean the way how to circulate
the signal state in the counter circuit.
As is shown in the figure, Iet us suppose

that the counter output a is trgtt at the
f irst cycle t j-ne. A state rr0rr of i(Lt )

is caused by the coincidence functi-on
between the states of S=tt 1t' and Q=tt0" .

This data rrOrr is latched and transferd
to LZ when the power PZ start to supply.
Then, the state ttgtt of T(L2) is inverted
and transfered back again to the output
terminal , resulting to Q=ttl " at the next
phase Pl These operations are :epeated
to count the i-nput signals synchronizing
to the two-phase power supply. Therefore,
the counting operation can be performed.

Figure 3 shows a detail of the
data-latch circuit L2, which generates

dual outputs of true and cornplirnent. Each

output 1s designed to have a fanout of
two using arnplif ying gates. SingIe
junctions denoted by Jp and Jn in the
figure are i-nportant to prevent racing
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Timing chart of counting operations Fig. 3 Latch circuit i-n Josephson counter



actions of logic during the
of overlap of Pl and P2.

data-latch, the upper part
circuit in Fig.3 was used to
output of true(T).

The counter circuit was designed to
operate by feeding the two-phase power

into common power lines whlch are regulated
at LI.2 mV with Josephson regulators.
Circuit parameters were determined using
a load resistance of 14 0 and a 2.8 mV

gap-voltage of the Nb/A1-oxide/Nb junction.
In the circuit, OR gates were designed
to have a maximum gate current of 200 rpA
and a power dissipation of 1.7 pW.

S3. Fabricati-on
The counter circuit has been fabricated

with a Nb/A1-oxide/Nb Josephson junction
technology developedS). A whole wafer
junction-sandwich which has thicknesses
of 200 nm and 150 nm of Nb films for base

and counter electrodes, respectively,
was made by DC magnetron sputtering. The

tunnel barier was made by a therma1
oxidation of A1 film surface wlth pure
oxigen gas of I Torr at ambient
temperature. Josephson critical current
was controlled with an oxidation ti-me.

t
5 6 0 A/cm- j unc t ions r{e re made to obt ain
a crltical current of 50 ;rA f or each 3 ,Irt
square junctj-on. Each junction was defined
by cut out from the sandwi-ch with reactive

I-V curve of a 3 Jrn Nb/A1-oxide/Nb
junction. Vert j-cal: 50 ,pA/div,Horizontal:1 nA/div.

ion etching. Insulations between each
junction were performed uslng a

self -aligned SiO9 ) 
".r"porated f ilrn.

Re si st ors r{rere made o f Au- I n a IIoy f ilm
with a thickness of 30 nm to obtain a

sheet resistance of 2{2/n.
Inter-connections of the junctlons and
the resistors rrere performed by wiring
with 3 /t*-line wldrh pb-In( lOwr%) films
using a lift-off technology. A typical
I-V curve of the single 3 ,;rr Nb/Al-oxide/Nb
junction fabricated for the counter circuit
is shown in Fig.4. Vr=40 nV and
V_^_=2.85 mV are observed i_n the curve.gap
The 4JL gate array f abr j_cated 1n a 100

series connection rras found to have the
variation of 1L3% in the maximum gate
current.

S4. Experimental results and discussion
Figure 5 shows a photograph of the

counter-circuit fabri_cated using the 3 )rm
Nb/A1-oxide/Nb junction technology. The

ci-rcuit size of the counter is about
t200 X 330 ;.rm-. Experimental tests of

the circuit were perforned at a repetj-tion
rate of 6 KHz of the two-phase power
supply. Signal currents of 75 yA were
fed into the input and control terminals.
Figure 6 shows oscilloscope traces which
indicate the operations for various
patterns of count, load and clear. In
the figure, the outputs for each command
are observed one clock later after the
t j-ne when the command is applied in the
phase P1 as is explalned in Fig.2. The

Photograph of Josephson counter
circuit fabri_cated with 3 }lnNb/A1-oxide/Nb junction technology.
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Fig. 6 Full operations of the Josephson
counter.

c lear command i- s applied with both rr 
1 

rl

of IOED and eOTNt into the ci-rcuit at
the f j-rst phase P1. The outputs of Q="0"
and Q="1" are observed in the next phase

Pt. For four times load commands are
applied with i-nput data of ffiFA="0", "0",
ttlttr ttltt, sequentially. In the output
traces of a and Q, it is found that the
input data are correctly loaded into the
counter. In the last three cycles, the
counting operati-ons are performed with
three input signals. The last counti-ng
output is out of the f i-gure.

Operating margins of 128% and 1357.

were measured in the dpal-output dat,a-latch
circuit and the OR-AND gate, r€spectively.
The margins for both these circuite
designed are 135%. It should be noted
that the 1ow-frequency operaLions are
not restricted by intrinsi-c delay tine
of the Josephson logic circuit. The nominal
switching delay times of the OR gate and

the OR-AND gate were evaluated to be 15 ps

and 30 ps, respectively, by using computer
simulations taking account of the

7\junction' ' . Based on these delay times,
the counting ti-me for each cycle is
estimated to be 135 ps in the one-bit
counter. A power dissipation is calculated
to be 29 yN for the one-bit counter.
A multi-bit counter can be designed by
adding carry generati-on circuits to the
series connected present counters. The

carry generation cj-rcuit can be composed

of an 0R gate r €rr OR -AND gate and

amplifying gates. For a 4-bit counter,
the count operati-on tine is expected to
be 255 ps with a power dissipation of
I70 .ptJ.

S5. Conclusion
The Josephson counter which is driven

by the two-phase power supply without
the superconducting storage loop to store
any magnetic flux quanta has been

demonstrated. The circuit was fatrricated
using the 3 ,,1u* Nb/Al-oxide/Nb junction
technology developed. The 1ow-frequency
tests for the counter functions of count,
load, and clear were performed as expected.

Authors present their thanlis to staffs
of special section on Josephson computer
technology for helpful comments.
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